EFMD Special Interest Group
Innovation in Leadership

A systematic working process:

- In-depth interviews with each member of the working group to outline identification of key areas of focus.
- Analysis and discussions to shape a common vision and understanding of state of leadership development in the context of changing roles for leaders.
- Dialogue with HULT faculty and leading thinkers in the field: presentation, analysis and critical reflection of proposed approaches.
- Agreement on the key challenges that organizations and their leaders face, and what can be done to better prepare leaders to help overcome those challenges.
- Experimentation and sharing of results by members of the SIG.
- Synopsis of applicable, innovative and high-impact solutions to drive improved leadership in organizations.
- Summary of outcomes in a written report with agreement on a final vision and lessons learned.
- Bibliography of writing, and catalogue of dynamic resources relevant to this subject area that will be of continuing value to the group members.